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He lives and works in Leipzig.

Weischer has been the recipient of numerous
awards and scholarships including: the Scholarship
of the Deutsche Akademie Rom, Villa Massimo
in 2007 and Laureate of the Rolex Mentor and
Mastestudent initiative with David Hockney in 2004.

Weischer has had solo exhibitions at the
Gemeentemuseum, The Hague; Centro de Arte
Contemporaneo de Malaga; Museo de Arte de
Ponce, Puerto Rico; Museum zu Allerheiligen
Schaffhausen and the Kunsthalle Mannheim,
Germany. Selected group exhibitions include:
‘All The World’s A Stage - Works from the Goetz
Collection’, Fundacion Banco Santander, Madrid;
‘Donation Florence et Daniel Guerlain’, Centre
Pompidou, Paris; Schone Landschaft - ‘Bedrohte
Natur: Alte Meister Im Dialog mit bedrohter Natur:
Alte Meister im Dialog mit zeitgenossischer Kunst’,
Kunsthalle Osnabruck; ‘The Inevitable Figuration’,
Centro per l’Arte Contemporanea Luigi Pecci,
Prato; ‘Nightfall’, Gallery Rudolfinum, Prague and
‘Paintings/Pinturas’, The Rubell Family Collection,
Sala de Arte Santander, Madrid.

Weischer is adept at creating consistently believable
worlds, but many of his interiors could not actually
work in reality: the shadows are wrong, the
architecture ambitious to the point of unfeasible.
This deliberate subversion of established rules,
builds a picture of a universe out of kilter, where
perception itself is called into question. The space
between what is seen and what is felt is a new and
fertile ground for Weischer, and the surfaces of his
paintings are noticeably more active and animated,
resulting in the viewer’s immersion in a paradoxically
static, but charged, environment. The medium
of paint itself now vies with space as Weischer’s
chosen subject, as he pushes the limits of its toffeelike plasticity.

A constant of Weischer’s dynamic art practice is his
commitment to the subject of space as a source for
both context and motive. The arresting complexity
of Weischer’s early interiors with their exciting
spatial configurations, captured the imagination of
critics and public alike, and proved influential for a
generation of international painters. Never shy of
experimenting with new techniques and mediums
in his painting, Weischer regards the act of drawing
as fundamental to his practice. This is evident
throughout Weischer’s early collage-like interiors,
rich in texture and detail, and the landscapes that
owe much to the influence of Italian and Japanese
gardens. Whereas Weischer’s early works tended
towards the theatrical (he often adopted a classic
genre painting technique where the viewer can look
directly into a room as if the fourth wall’ is missing),
his recent interiors and landscapes cast the viewer in
a more active role, requiring him to slow down and
search for visual clues in order to decipher the space
depicted and to fully explore the invitingly tactile,
multi-layered grounds.

Regarded as one of the most important painters
of his generation, Matthias Weischer came to
international attention in the early 21st Century
as a member of the ‘Leipzig School’: a movement
credited with spearheading the revival of figurative
painting. Born in Elte, West Germany in 1973,
Weischer moved east to study at Leipzig’s Academy
of Visual Arts in Saxony.
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... did not only matter most
to a very curious and inquisitive apostle,
Doubting Thomas;
it is a human propensity.
We’re predisposed to both
wanting to see
and wanting to believe.
And we are all doubters today:
what we can’t see (or better even: touch),
we find hard to accept,
more so than ever.
Painting has always been a form of make-believe,
in the very sense of the word:
painters do make us believe in things,
by the very fact that they put them on canvas.
They don’t ask us, though,
to believe in the reality of these things,
like photographers do.
Painters want to convince us of something else:
that it is possible
to see their essence,
what these objects, landscapes and people are.
The nature of their being
is what they’re after.
Vermeer had no interest
in representing the physical authenticity of a maid
leaning over her work,
when he labored over his painting “The Lacemaker.”
He was interested in more than the depiction of a job
or the simple description of life.
No, he wanted to paint “life itself,”
the very soul of such a woman,
the sheer core of such a place,
the actual nature of such a light ...
He wanted to see like nobody before him.
And he wanted to share that with us.
He certainly did!
He still does, centuries later.
Some paintings oblige you, the viewer, to step back
and to squeeze your eyes,
so that you can see their beauty shine.
Only in this way do they reveal their truth.
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Facing the paintings of Robert Bosisio
we don’t have to step back.
Robert has done that for us.
He has painted what we see
through half-closed lids.
Simple things:
A bed!
A door!
(Or two doors ...)
A head!
A body!
The horizon!
Like for Vermeer,
seeing is not only Robert’s greatest pleasure,
and a sacred act;
it is also the very subject of his art.
(And not only when he is painting an eye ...)
When you stand in front of his canvasses
he makes you see and recognize (again)
that painting can still transcend the surface of things
and reach their quintessence,
even in the 21st century.
He makes us believe (again)
that we’re not just surrounded with stuff
but with real objects that have a spirit.
You can also go very close
and examine each stroke of a brush.
In the tiniest detail
you’ll see
how deeply he is concerned with the truth
of places, landscapes and people,
in their light
and in the evidence of their being.
This show even allows you a glance
into the history of his painting process:
where he is coming from,
and how he learned to see
both the appearance and surface of things
as well as their soul.
Just look at the picture of a bed!
Or better even: that of a sleeping boy!
Don’t you hear his soft breathing?
Don’t you even smell the air?
Don’t you feel the peace?
And because you looked at him for too long,
don’t you see the boy’s eye opening now
and his face starting to smile?!
Every true painter
is also a teacher
to our eyes.
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